Recent trends have created new challenges in the presentation of multimedia information. First, large, high-resolution video displays are increasingly popular. Meanwhile, many mobile devices, such as PDAs and mobile telephones, can display images and videos on small screens. One obvious issue is that content designed for a large display is inappropriate for a small display. Moreover, wireless bandwidth and battery lifetime are precious resources for mobile devices. In order to provide useful content across systems with different resources, we propose "resource-driven content adaptation" by augmenting the content with metadata that can be used to display or render the content based on the available resources. We are investigating several problems related to resource-driven content adaptation. These include: adaptation of the presented content based on available resources-display resolution, bandwidth, processor speed, quality of services, and energy. Content adaptation may add or remove information based on available resources. Adaptive content can utilize resources more effectively but also present challenges in resource management, content creation, transmission, and user perception.
INTRODUCTION
Most digital media, such as digital images and video, are displayed on desktop systems. Recently, several trends have created new challenges in presenting digital content. Many people carry mobile devices with small displays (typically smaller than 3 inches with 640 × 480 pixel resolution). Meanwhile, high-resolution displays have become increasingly popular. A single display can have more than 2560 × 1600 pixels, or 13 times more pixels than a handheld display. With this large difference in display capability, the content in many applications needs to be adapted to the display and the user environment. One simple approach is to down sample the image for a smaller display or to replicate pixels to fill a larger display. This is rarely acceptable in that the images have many spatial and/or temporal artifacts. It is possible to use sophisticated methods based on apriori statistical information for shrinking or expanding the images. Even though it may produce acceptable displayed images, this approach does not take full advantage of the large display, nor does it ensure that the crucial information is presented on the smaller display and it may not use all information available about the content or the display environment. Another trend is that devices have widely available network connections, either wired or wireless. Finally, as more functionalities are integrated into mobile devices (such as mobile phones, PDAs, and laptop computers), resource (battery life, bandwidth, computation, storage) conservation becomes a crucial issue. We believe that the ability to adapt visual content to the display, user, and environment is important to many mobile collaborative applications, including education, crisis coordination and response, and video conferencing.
At Purdue University we have a long term project where we are developing methods to address the problem of resource-driven adaptation of visual content (both still images and video). The purpose of this paper is to describe a "snapshot" of the current status of our project. We are addressing the above challenges by augmenting the multimedia content with metadata, stored in a central database, that can be used to display or render the content in a manner that is sensitive to the resources available. These resources include the display, environment, performance requirements, and resource constraints. We are investigating novel methods, based on traditional graphics rendering, non-photorealistic rendering (NPR), and image based rendering, to display an image in a way that uses the capability of the display. We feel that content adaptation is one of the last barriers that needs to be addressed for "true" collaboration in heterogeneous environments. The system includes the following essential components:
• Development of novel image rendering methods for resource-driven content adaptation.
• Design of a framework so that metadata can be generated automatically for computer generated content and for content acquired through other media, such as cameras and camcorders.
• Design of control algorithms for the display that can adjust the content based on the capability of the display and the resources in the operating environment.
• Design of methods for novel exploitation of the resources in the environment. The metadata provides guidance in how to adapt the content for available resources.
SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
We begin by describing our system components in detail and examining the system functionality based on whether the content already exists and is stored in the content database or the content is created by the user with a mobile device, which are shown in Figures 1(a) and 1(b). The main parts of the system are the networked content server that we refer to as the content database, a networked display, and the user with a networked (wireless) mobile device. The main goal of the user is to view relevant information on an appropriate available display, whether mobile or fixed. We want to efficiently exploit the capabilities of the display in a resource constrained environment and render the appropriate image on the display based on metadata in the content database using a combination of image and video compression methods, and novel image rendering techniques. The resources that may constrain what we want to do include power (battery), computational bandwidth (on the mobile device and the display), display resolution, content resolution, and network bandwidth. We are making the following assumptions in our system:
• Content Database: The database contains compressed images, video, and graphical models, and is connected to a high-speed network. The content is augmented by metadata that describes something about the content. For example, we know that a particular video contains a scene that was shot on the corner of Teal Avenue and Front Street in Lafayette, Indiana on May 10, 2002 at 4:57 pm. Our database will have a graphical model of that part of town that we can use to render a view of the scene.
We are investigating what types of metadata we need to augment our content to adapt the content for the user. This project does not address hardware design for the content database (e.g., disk striping and robust storage). We will assume our metadata and scene descriptions will follow the concepts developed for MPEG-7 and MPEG-21. Our initially deployed database uses JPEG and JPEG2000 for image compression and MPEG-1, MPEG-2, and various versions of MPEG-4 (part 1, part 2, and part 10) for the video compression.
• Displays: Besides the display built into the mobile device, we have very high resolution displays available. These displays are attached to local networked computers that are used for rendering, caching, and acquiring information from the content database when appropriate.
• Mobile Devices: Our mobile device has a camera and is capable of acquiring both still images and videos and displaying them on a moderate to low resolution display. We also assume the device can determine its location either through GPS or other means and is connected to a high speed wireless network such as 3G or WiMAX.
Figure 1(a) shows the situation where the content already exists and is stored in the content database. The user may either download the content or stream the content to the mobile device. For example, the user may download a video of a news or sport event. This video may have associated metadata that provides some information as to when, where, or how the content was created. In a typical situation, the user would watch this video on the small screen on the mobile device. Our system would support the situation where the user may roam into an area with a large high resolution display where the content can be displayed. In a generic sense, one could think of this as a "display kiosk." For example, this display may be in a conference room, classroom or even in a public area. The user, with appropriate access permissions, would send the content (images + metadata) to the display and the display would then render the content. The display would use the metadata it received from the user and may obtain other metadata from the content database to construct the scene in a way that uses the full capabilities of the scene. For example, the video may be standard definition (SD) video (720x480 pixels per frame) but the display can display 1080i HDTV (1902x1080 pixels per frame). If graphical models exist for the scenes in the video, then these models can be used along the actual video to render the image in a way to use the full resolution of the screen. Alternatively, the mobile device may only have a 320x240 pixel display. We will use a similar approach to determine the best way to render the SD video on this display, rather than simply shrinking the image. Figure 1(b) shows the situation where the content is acquired by the mobile device using the built-in camera. The user may want to display this content on the larger display. The user would connect to the display and send the content to the display along with metadata associated with the mobile device. This metadata would include the location of the device, date and time, and parameters of the device camera. The display would then acquire other metadata such as a scene model for the scene and then render the image.
ADAPTATION SYSTEM
Our system consists of a group of displays that are connected to the content database through a network. The displays actively determine how to present the information more effectively, with the guidance of the metadata associated with the content. This network may be wired or wireless. The displays are of different sizes and may have different network bandwidths. Additionally, some mobile devices are connected through a wireless network. The content may be acquired or generated by computers. The metadata is either created manually or extracted automatically. Our current system comprises two major components: content adaptation and resource-driven processing using the metadata.
Content Adaptation

Related Work
The concept of content adaption is not new. One of the first complete systems was described by IBM in 1999 27, 28 adapts multimedia Web content to optimally match the resources and capabilities of various mobile client devices. The system had two main components, a data structure known as the InfoPyramid 27 and "customizer." The InfoPyramid provides a multimodal, multiresolution representation for the content items and their transcoded versions. The customizer selects the best versions of the content items from the InfoPyramids to meet the client resources. The content and adaption information was described using XML. The system was very innovative, but from the point of view of rendering the content on the display, the images were re-scaled to match the display resolution.
Another approach based on 3D content adaptation was presented in.
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This paper describes texture adaptation and streaming for three-dimensional applications using MPEG-4's Visual Texture Coding tool in conjunction with XML description techniques. Augmented features for content adaptation are supported, such as region selection, accompanied by resolution, and SNR settings. As a result, quality is optimized for the terminal's computing capabilities and display resolution (by either re-scaling the image or rendering with different qualities based on the compression scheme and QoS metrics in the network). Other approaches include content adaption based on the network adaptation to enhance ways of finding content in the network, 22 device independent models, 19 adaption for visually impaired users, 37 and transcoding and summarization tools for adapting content.
12 All of the above work concentrates on issues that involve network optimization and compression adaptation either through scalable compression methods or transcoding. The display adaptation is performed by re-scaling the image to fit the display. Our work involves adapting the displayed content through augmented graphical representations of the scene. In this paper, we will develop a system for resource constrained, user, task, and environment content adaptation.
Finally, content adaptation has been the focus of much of the recent MPEG-21 standard activities.
7, 9, 13, 38
MPEG-21 aims at defining an open framework for multimedia delivery and consumption for use by all the players in the delivery and consumption chain. The MPEG-21 vision can thus be summarized as defining a multimedia framework to enable transparent and augmented use of multimedia resources across a wide range of networks and devices used by different communities. 7 The goal of MPEG-21 is thus: defining the technology needed to support users to exchange, access, consume, trade, and otherwise manipulate content in an efficient, transparent, and interoperable way. MPEG-21 does not specify tools or techniques for content adaptation but provides structures for describing a "language" for content adaptation based on XML.
9 In many cases, the adaption information is represented in terms of MPEG-7 descriptions.
6, 30, 32
MPEG-21 describes Digital Item Declarations (DID) and Digital Item Adaptation (DIA).
Content Adaptation with Metadata
Three issues must be addressed in our system: how to adapt the content based on the metadata, how are the metadata obtained, and how do we impose the resource constraints. We will first address the problem of how the metadata will be used and the other two issues will be discussed later.
For more effective communication of information, the presented content must be adapted based on the user, their task, and their location. However, this adaptation must also be driven by resource constraints: the content must be adjusted based on display resolution, network bandwidth, battery energy, etc. This is fundamentally different from changing the quality of service, such as suggested in. 15 A figure may show the scene when two children are playing with a ball. As more pixels are available, the contextual information may be added, for example, the playground. When enough pixels are available, both the focus and the context are shown. As the number of pixels decreases, the context is gradually removed, while the focus is kept.
Even though the above approach is fundamentally different from pixel-level manipulations, the adapted content is still based on the original images. We are investigating an approach for content adaptation using completely different representations, for example between images and sketches. It has been shown that simple sketches of human faces provide more accurate recognition than reduced and blurred photograph images of faces.
8 Our approach dynamically adjusts content by using different representations. We based this on our earlier study in illustrative visualization 20, 21, 33, 34 to develop feature-based illustrative representations of images, graphics, and video for transmission and processing on displays of varying capabilities and different user tasks. By taking advantage of the human perceptual system's ability to reconstruct three-dimensional objects from a small set of edge cues, we can use feature sketches, stippling, and other illustrative processing to produce a compact, more effective, and more informative data representation than reduced/compressed images and video. We plan to explore point and line-based representations of complex volumetric datasets and polygonal geometric objects to provide a quickly rendered, compact representation of objects and volumes. Since points are the simplest rendering primitive and available in all graphics processors, they are a convenient and effective solution for developing adaptive rendering technology and have been recently used for remote visualization.
17 This work will build upon recent work in rendering for mobile devices 1, 10, 16 and, more specifically, in using lines and points for rendering on mobile devices 11, 14 to create a complete resource adapted illustrative, non-photorealistic rendering architecture and metadata description.
Our approach not only supports resource-driven location adaptation, but will also enable user and task adaptation, which are are crucial to effective information conveyance. We plan to expand upon our work in medical visualization adaptation based on user expertise and task 34 to general task and user adaptation rendering and image generation. Our initial work in this area generated different display representations for anatomy education (Figure 2(a) ) and surgery simulation (Figure 2(b) ) from the same medical scanner data, and allowed the level of complexity to vary for surgical simulation based on the expertise of the surgical resident, as can be seen in Figure 2 . We plan on retargeting video, graphics, and image sequences based not only on the resolution characteristics of the display, but also based on the user's task, device capability (battery, processing power, memory), network bandwidth, and the user's location. We are exploring methods for including illustrationbased rendering techniques for compact, quickly rendered representations of geometry and larger-scale image primitives (e.g., brushstrokes). This process will first involve pre-processing the images, graphics, and video to generate appropriate metadata. We will also explore techniques for on-the-fly metadata generation and using heuristics for determining image importance based on simple image feature detection techniques. For memory-limited or bandwidth-limited devices, we can use this metadata and render from this representation on the local device. If power or processing capabilities are limiting factors, we can display unprocessed images, or importance enhanced images as appropriate. Using higher-level geometric or primitive-based metadata will also allow us to retarget images and graphics to larger displays than they were originally designed for by rendering more detail within the graphic, displaying contextual information, or related linked information.
To enable effective presentation of information that adapts to the display, processing capabilities, task, user preferences, and user location, we embed additional information, metadata, within the content. Metadata can include a variety of information, such as content descriptors, multi-level content description, importance information, and geometric information for computer generated images and animation. Such descriptions can be hierarchical for more flexibility in trading off detail and size of the metadata.
We use this metadata to enable us to take a novel approach to content adaptation. Traditional approaches to adapting images and video to varying display resolutions and capabilities usually just reduce or expand the source resolution to fit the display capability. Unfortunately, this approach is only applicable across displays with processing capability and display resolutions that only slightly differ (e.g., 1/2 the resolution). For instance, image averaging techniques over wider ranges of display resolutions produce images that are often too blurry or undetailed to be useful. Recently, Setlur et al. 31 have proposed a different image retargeting approach where they try to maintain image saliency as shown in their example image. In their approach, they average down the background to the target image size, they segment out the main focus objects in the image and resize them to fit within the image target size but recompose the scene to allow the foreground objects to be as large as possible. This is a promising alternative approach. Therefore, we plan to extend upon this recent work in image retargeting.
Metadata Generation and Extraction from Images and Video
In the previous section, we described how we would augment the graphical models with metadata and use the graphical information as metadata. We further extend this concept to the images and video in our content database and also the resource information. This metadata may include four types of information: (a) What are the expected resource requirements in terms of resolution, network bandwidth, computation capability, and energy consumption? (b) What is the emphasis of the content if the available resources do not reach the requirements? (c) Where can additional information be retrieved if the available resources exceed the requirement? (d) How can the content be regenerated with additional resources? In some cases, we may have to provide the metadata manually such as scene location and program transcripts. We are developing tools for automatic extraction of metadata. These tools are extensions of the work we did in developing the ViBE system. 36 Examples of the tools we are developing are:
• content description. As the amount of digital content increases rapidly, classification and organization are important and yet difficult. The descriptions may come from the original images or videos or other sources. One example is using a program schedule (a web site) to determine whether a program (video) belongs to sports, news, or drama. 24 Other examples are face detection and identification 2, 3, 35 and the integration of the video and audio tracks. 4, 5 We have developed tools that will also integrate this information with the video. 36 We intend to examine how these more "classical" approaches to content descriptions can be used in a content adaptation system for the display rendering.
• closed captions. We have developed an extensive set of tools for extracting descriptions of a scene from closed captioning information.
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The tools use language models and information from the video frames.
• geometry and importance information. For computer generated images, video, and animation, geometric object and important information can be supplied to allow the generation of images at the appropriate resolution, rendering on the local device with power and display capabilities as factors, highlighting and rendering of appropriate information for the current user, task and location. For instance, for a cell phone display of a picture of a group of people, a sketch or caricature of the people can provide better recognition of the people in the photograph than a lossy compressed version of the image. Similarly, geometry and importance information can allow the rendering style detail to vary appropriately to help focus the user's attention and provide a better representation of the data than image scaling for screen resolutions varying from cell phones to wall-displays.
To generate illustrative/sketch models of geometric models apriori, we will explore curvature and feature extraction techniques from multi-resolution geometric models, as well as a multi-resolution pre-rendered "depth peeling" approach to generate illustrative geometric primitives (points, lines) using multi-pass fragment programmability on PC graphics processing units.
For image and video sequences, we can use feature extraction and geometry extraction techniques to generate higher-level geometric representations that can enable more compact representations, rendering at various levels of detail, combination with existing geometric models, and image-based rendering approaches. We also adapting and extending non-photorealistic rendering techniques for images and video to create illustrative point, line, and brushstroke representations of existing content within our database.
• resource requirements. The content can provide the information to determine whether simple image rescaling is appropriate or if more complex algorithms to refocus images or regenerate images are more suitable based on memory, battery, and processing requirements.
• user task profile. We will develop a metadata framework for specifying user task profiles to include task constraints, categories of relevant information, image rendering and scene profiles, and a hierarchy of appropriate augmented information to include based on available constraints.
Resource-Driven Processing
Existing studies on resource management assume little or no knowledge about the running applications. Hence, today's management schemes are mostly reactive in three steps. First, the system executes a program, downloads a file, displays an image, or plays a video. Second, the system observes the resource required for the content. Examples include a processor's utilization, the network bandwidth, or the amount of memory allocated. The third step is to respond by allowing or restricting the resources assigned for the content. If the processor's utilization is too low, the processor enters a lower frequency. If the network is too slow, a video is disrupted while waiting for frames being buffered in memory.
Our approach is unique because we pro-actively adjust the content for the available resources. When more resources are available, more content should be presented. The additional content can be the details, additional information, or the context of the information. One type of additional information is the resource requirements. We consider the following resources: display properties, computation speed, network bandwidth, storage, and battery energy. These resources are closely related. To use a higher resolution, a system needs more information, possibly downloading from the network at a high bandwidth. The system needs more computation capability to process the information. On a mobile device, the processing drains the battery and reduces the operational time of the system. To achieve better resource management, the information about resource requirements is embedded in the content. This section explains how to manage resources. Section 3.1 describes the changes that can be perceived by users.
The metadata stored in the content database provide the information that specifies the resource requirements. When content is transmitted to a smart display, the display communicates with the database to determine the resources available for the content. The database and the display have to "calibrate" the resources at run-time because it is not possible for the database to know every type of resource in advance. Moreover, the resources may change dynamically due to the environment such as noise in wireless channels. This calibration can be achieved by embedding small sections of calibration instructions in the metadata. The display can execute the instructions and transmit the results back to the database. The database then uses the results to select the most appropriate content to be displayed.
Display Properties
For a display, "resolution" is one of the most widely used properties to describe the hardware. We can describe an LCD monitor by its resolution as 1280 × 1024 pixels. In this paper, we generalize the concept of resolution from a hardware parameter to the number of pixels allocated to display content. This generalization extends our approach to dynamically select the right content. For example, consider a web page containing an image whose metadata allows content adaptation. When a user adjusts the size of a web browser, the image content is adapted with the new content. In this example, the hardware remains the same -still 1280 × 1024 pixels -but the number of pixels allocated to the image has changed. Our approach is different from existing HTML pages which directly specify the number of pixels used in a browser. Existing HTML pages have three drawbacks. First, if the browser is too small, the image spans beyond the browser and the user cannot see the complete image easily. The user has to scroll horizontally, vertically, or both. Second, if the actual resolution is higher, the additional pixels are wasted because the page cannot take advantages of the resources. Third, even if multiple images are used at different resolutions, they do not consider the fact that human beings perceive information differently for different sizes. For a low resolution, a sketch may convey information more clearly than a blurred image.
The second property of a display is the brightness. Many users dim the backlight of their mobile devices in order to prolong the battery lives. Because of this variation in brightness, the same content may appear very differently on different mobile devices. The second adaptation based on display properties is to adjust the content so that the information can be seen clearly. If the backlight brightness is reduced, the content's contrast should be enhanced. If the backlight is too bright (for example, when a mobile device is drawing AC power), the content's overall brightness may need to be reduced to prevent the content appearing "washed out." This adaptation can be performed by adjusting the content's color histograms or brightness histograms and this technique is well-known in image processing. Our approach emphasizes the importance of using metadata to guide such adaptation because some content cannot be arbitrarily adjusted based on the display's brightness, for example, medical images. Otherwise, the crucial information may be lost and the same content may produce different diagnoses when using different displays. Our system is unique because we use metadata to guide this adjustment. The metadata can specify whether adjustment is allowed and the constraints of the adjustment. A constraint can specify that the intensity histogram can only be shifted within a range and equalization is disallowed. Another constraint allows the histogram to be equalized but the standard deviation must be within 95% to 105% of the original content.
Network Bandwidth
The speed of a system is reflected in the delay and refresh rate. Most people have experience waiting for image downloading through a network. The current solution uses "progressive transmission": instead of sending the image one scanline at a time, the image can be sent in two phases. In the first phase, every other scanline is sent. The second phase sends the remaining lines, enabling users to see a degraded image (missing half of the lines) with only half the delay. Progressive transmission does not solve the problem of limited network bandwidth and it can only reduce the delay by at most 50%. In today's wide ranging network bandwidth, from Bluetooth 721 kbps to 1 Gbps wired local network, progressive transmission is insufficient for handling this wide range of differences. Hence, content adaptation is more attractive. Content adaptation for network bandwidth requires knowledge of the network. While the peak bandwidth is available from the type of the network used (such as Bluetooth, 802.11b, 802.11g, or 100 Mb Ethernet), the actual network properties can be affected by congestion or noise. Furthermore, computation speed (to be discussed later) also affects the delay and refresh rate. Two systems may have different refresh rates if one has a graphics accelerator even though the two systems have identical network interfaces.
We use metadata to instruct a system in determining what content to display. If the delay is too long or the refresh rate is too low, the content is adjusted to reduce the demand on the network. Similarly, if the network can support a higher demand, the content can be adjusted to take advantages of the networka larger image, a high refresh rate, or more details. The metadata can also specify the constraints for displaying the content. In some applications, maintaining the refresh rate is more important than larger images. For example, decision making and medical diagnosis based on video sequences both require timeaccurate presentation of information. To calibrate the available network bandwidth, the metadata can contain a small section of code requesting the smart display to respond. From the response, the content database and the display can determine the bandwidth and how to adapt the content accordingly.
Computation Speed
Content description (such as location of acquisition, geometry, objects, scenes, and rendering parameters) can be embedded with the content. The content can be displayed directly or regenerated before being displayed. This flexibility has many advantages. First, for some content, transmitting the descriptions and regenerating the content can significantly reduce the demand on the network. This is especially true as processors' speeds continue to grow while network bandwidths remain unchanged (particularly for wireless networks). Second, content descriptions may contain more details. The details allow the displays to adjust the presented content based on available resources. Third, some operations, such as 3-dimensional manipulations, are possible only if the content descriptions are available.
The computation speed and capabilities are crucial factors in deciding whether to regenerate content from its description or display the content directly. Content should be regenerated only if the computation speed can meet certain performance criteria (delay and refresh rate). Computation capability spans a wide range from low-power processors in cellular phones to multiple GHz superscalar dual-core desktops with accelerated multipipe graphics processors (e.g., PC graphics cards). It is not possible to customize content for each processor. Even for the same processor, the performance may vary due to the network connection, noise in the wireless channel, or congestion. Therefore, our approach uses a small segment of the content and its description to calibrate the computation speed at run-time. Before displaying the content, the system executes this small segment to determine the performance that can be achieved in this system. With this information, the system can determine whether to display the content directly or to regenerate it. Our approach also facilitates energy conservation for mobile devices. When the computation capability exceeds the needed performance, the mobile devices can reduce the power consumption by lowering the processors' clock frequencies and voltages without degrading the performance.
Storage and Battery Energy
Storage is another important factor in determining content adaptation. First, the metadata require additional storage. Second, storage is needed to keep the intermediate results for content adaptation. Third, as we have shown in our study, 29 storage has a direct impact on quality of service of videos and energy savings. When more storage space is available, more future frames can be buffered so that the frame rate can remain steady even though the network bandwidth fluctuates. If the storage space is insufficient, it can be more acceptable to watch the video with a lower resolution, instead of a reduced frame rate. For mobile devices, battery energy is a precious resource so it is an important factor for content adaptation. When the battery energy is considered, we can select several different ways to adapt the content. Two simple approaches are reducing the frame rate or the resolution. As explained earlier, these two solutions may be unacceptable, depending on the types of content. Our system also includes changing the representation, for example, 3-dimensional rendering to sketches. The metadata can also specify whether it is better to maintain the quality without finishing the video, or finishing the video at a lower quality.
